We describe atomistic simulations of the free energy and entropy of hydration of ions in aqueous solution at 25°C using a simple point charge model ͑SPC/E͒ for water and charged spherical Lennard-Jones solutes. We use a novel method with an extended Lagrangian or Hamiltonian in which the charge and the size of the ions are considered as dynamical variables. This enables us to determine thermodynamic properties as continuous functions of solute size and charge and to move smoothly from hydrophilic to hydrophobic solvation conditions. On passing between these extremes, the entropy of solvation goes through maxima. For example it shows a double maximum as a function of charge at constant size and a single maximum as a function of size at constant ͑non-zero͒ charge. These maxima correspond to extremes of structure-breaking and are associated with the disappearance of the second solvation shell in the radial distribution function; no anomalies are seen in the first shell. We also present direct evidence of the asymmetry in the free energy, enthalpy and entropy of hydration of ions on charge inversion arising from the asymmetry in the charge distribution in a water molecule. Our calculation only includes local contributions to the thermodynamic functions, but once finite size corrections are applied, the results are in reasonable agreement with experiment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Water is the most ubiquitous solvent on earth. It is an unusual liquid with a remarkably high dielectric constant and a low coordination number. At the molecular level many of its properties may be ascribed to the distribution of charge within the molecule which results in it being able to form four hydrogen bonds, two donated and two accepted. The fact that the molecule is polar favours the solvation of charged and polar species while the fact that the charge distribution is more complex with higher multipole moments tends to favor the formation of a hydrogen-bonded network which is the source of many of the unique properties of ice and liquid water. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] This paper is part of a detailed study of the thermodynamics, structure and mobility of simple solutes in a model of water using atomistic simulation. Our aim is to use the freedom available in simulations to vary parameters independently to make a thorough study of the effects of solute size and charge on these properties. We hope to gain insight into the relationship between hydrophilic and hydrophobic solvation, 4, 6 the differences of mobility of positively and negatively charged ions and to attempt to explain at a molecular level why small ions move more slowly than faster ones. [7] [8] [9] This paper will concentrate on the thermodynamics of solvation. In particular we describe a new application of the extended Lagrangian technique which gives the variation of free energy and entropy of solvation as functions of solvent size and charge, allowing us to move from hydrophilic to hydrophobic solvation in a continuous way. This enables us to follow the asymmetry in the free energy and entropy of hydration of ions on charge inversion which arises from the asymmetry in the charge distribution in a water molecule. 10 The use of simulation to study solvation in aqueous solutions is well established. For example Impey et al. 11 studied the structure and dynamics of ions in water in 1983 while Pangali et al. 12 studied methane in water in 1979. The importance of the role of entropy in hydrophobic solvation has been re-emphasized recently by Haymet, 13, 14 while the use of the concepts of structure-breaking and structure-making to explain the varying entropies of solvation of ions was proposed by Frank 15, 16 and is discussed in some detail by Gurney. 17 The elucidation of free energy differences due to changes in intermolecular interactions is an important problem in solution chemistry which can be studied by computer simulation using a number of methods 18 such as the slow growth method and thermodynamic perturbation theory. In these methods one follows the alchemic transformation or slow growth of molecules in a computer simulation to provide the free energy differences directly. The total free energy change in the transformation from state A to B is obtained as the sum over smaller changes between adjacent states. This requires a large number of separate equilibrium simulations corresponding to several intermediate states and many technical modifications to improve the accuracy and efficiency are described in the literature. [18] [19] [20] [21] The calculations are simple though tedious and have provided the free energies of ligand binding, [22] [23] [24] and solvation of ions, [25] [26] [27] [28] non-polar solutes [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] and amino acids. 36 The novel aspect of the work described in this paper is that we have measured the entropy, free energy and energy of solvation as a continuous function of solute charge and size, enabling us to span the hydrophobic and hydrophilic solvation regimes. The method we use has an extended system dynamics in which the free energy changes are calculated on the fly and which allows us to determine entropy changes as well. It is a more efficient procedure for our purposes, which are to study free energy and entropy differences accompanying variations in the charges and sizes of ions and their correlation with their transport properties. We calculate the effects due to the molecular nature of the solvent which are local to the ion ͑say in the first two solvation shells͒. Some sort of finite size correction must then be applied to account for the effects of longer range interactions, but these can be described by a simpler model. The most interesting results relate to the variation of entropy of solvation where the long range effects are small.
II. MEASURING THE FREE ENERGY OF SOLVATION

A. Free energy measurements
In order to understand exactly what we measure in the simulation let us first consider the Born model 17, [37] [38] [39] for solvation of a charged sphere radius r in a uniform medium with dielectric constant ⑀. The work done in charging the sphere in vacuum is the free energy A vac of an isolated charged sphere and is given by
where q is the charge of the ion in units of the proton charge e, ⑀ 0 is the permittivity of free space and r is the radius of the ion. As there is no change of entropy associated with this process, this is equal to the energy, U vac , which is conventionally described as being stored in the field. The work done in charging a sphere of the same size in a medium is reduced by the inverse of the dielectric constant, which gives the free energy of a charged sphere in a medium as
The solvation free energy is associated with the polarisation of the dielectric and is the difference of these quantities,
Thus in the Born model the solvation free energy is negative and increases quadratically with the charge and decreases as the inverse of the radius. It can be divided into energetic and entropic terms by taking the derivative with respect to temperature, giving
͑2.5͒
Experimentally for water at 298 K 40 ⑀ϭ78.358 and dln⑀/dTϭϪ1.3679
and S solv /kϭϪ4.9q 2 /r, where q is the charge in units of the proton charge and r is the radius in Å. In this model both the entropy and the energy vary as q 2 /r, and positive and negative ions behave in the same way.
In practice, we perform simulations using periodic boundary conditions with periodically repeated images, so that we must consider the additional process of forming the lattice from the charged ions. In the vacuum the work done to form such a Wigner lattice 41, 27 is given by
where is a constant whose value depends on the lattice and L is the separation between an ion and its nearest image. For a simple cubic lattice ϭϪ2.837 297, 41 while for an fcc lattice such as we use in this work ϭϪ3.2420. 42 When the same process is performed in a medium with dielectric constant, the work done is reduced by a factor of ⑀. Thus the measured solvation energy in a periodic lattice with a dielectric medium is
͑2.7͒
As the lattice size is increased the term in /L goes to zero and the desired result for infinite dilution recovered. We shall use this expression to correct our results for finite size effects assuming that our system is large enough that the long range corrections can be described by a uniform dielectric constant. Hummer et al. 27 have shown that applying this kind of correction brings results from many different system sizes into good agreement, even for cubic systems with only 32 or 64 molecules. It seems that they did not include the small term in the inverse of the dielectric constant which is negligible in aqueous systems.
We used the technique to be described in the next section to measure the variation of the Helmholtz free energy, A, with solute charge and size of an ion in a molecular model of water. The question is whether we are measuring the solvation energy, A solv or the free energy associated with charging a sphere in a medium, A med . Although we do charge the solutes in the medium, we do not include any self energy in the Hamiltonian so that if the method were to be applied in the absence of a solvent no change in free energy would be recorded. Thus we are measuring changes of A solv,lat , the free energy associated with the interaction of the solute with the medium. The corresponding internal energy can be measured directly as a function of charge and size. It is made of two parts, the direct solute-water interaction energy, U SW , and changes in the water-water interaction energy, U WW . These were measured separately. However the combination of periodic boundary conditions and the Ewald summation means that the water molecules ''feel'' the ion and all its images; we need to choose the box to be large enough that the water molecules in the first two solvation shells interact considerably more strongly with the nearest ion than with its images and then apply a correction for the longer range effects. If too large a system is chosen computation becomes less efficient and the determination of changes in the potential energy of the water-water interactions less accurate. If too small a box is chosen the phenomena which are associated with the molecular structure of the solvent will be perturbed.
B. An extended Lagrangian method for measuring relative free energies and entropies as a function of ion charge and size
In order to measure the changes of A solv with charge and solute size we use a mathematical trick to relate the free energy of a system with a specified charge and size to probabilities in an artificial system in which the charge and size are treated as dynamical variables. The use of extended systems with artificial dynamical variables with fictitious masses is well established in molecular dynamics. 43, 44, 18 Examples include the Nosé thermostat 45 and the Car-Parrinello ab initio method. 46 This application differs from previous ones in the information we seek to extract from the extended system. We do not look for averages of quantities such as the energy or the pair correlation function in the extended system -indeed these have no physical meaning in the real world. What we do is to consider the charge and solute size as order parameters in the extended system and construct the Landau free energy in this system as a function of these variables. We can show that the Landau free energy in the extended system is identical to the Helmholtz free energy of real systems in which the charge and solute size are fixed.
The Hamiltonian in the extended system is equal to the Hamiltonian for the real system augmented by kinetic energy terms for the solute charge q and size
where p q and p are momenta associated with the new variables q and and m q and m are the associated fictitious masses. V and T are the potential and kinetic energies respectively. The equations of motion that one derives from this Hamiltonian are the standard equations of motion for the positions and velocities augmented by
The fictitious forces acting on the charge and size variables depend on the form of the potential energy of interaction between the solute and the water. It is often convenient to add a biasing potential V bias (q) or V bias () to the Hamiltonian which gives additional terms in the forces on the extended variables.
In the canonical ensemble of the extended system the probability of finding the configuration variables rϵ͕r i ͖ with values between r 0 and r 0 ϩdr and the new variables with values between q 0 , 0 and q 0 ϩdq, 0 ϩd is given by
where we have integrated over all the momenta ͑real and fictitious͒ and defined the configurational integral Z in the extended system by Zϭ ͵ ͵ ͵ exp͓ϪV͑r 0 ,q 0 , 0 ͒/kT͔drdqd. ͑2.11͒
If we now integrate over the positions ͑note that in our notation r denotes the 3N-dimensional vector of all positions͒ we obtain an expression for the probability of finding the system with a specific charge and size
However, if we had a canonical ensemble of real systems with qϭq 0 ,ϭ 0 the statistical mechanical expression for the Helmholtz free energy would be exp͓ϪA/kT͔ϭ ͵ exp͓ϪV͑r 0 ,q 0 , 0 ͒/kT͔dr, ͑2.13͒ which is just the integral in the curly brackets in the preceding equation for the probability of finding the values q 0 , 0 in the extended system. Thus in the extended system
This shows that the Landau free energy A(q 0 , 0 ) in the extended system is equal to the actual free energy of a real system with the corresponding values of the variables, and gives us a way to calculate it. In order to construct the free energy surface A(q,) we need to have a series of configurations which are representative of a canonical ensemble of the extended system. This could be done with a Monte Carlo simulation, but we used molecular dynamics. In a molecular dynamics simulation the momentum variables exchange energy with the configurational variables, so that if one applies a thermostat to the momenta the configurations generated by the equations of motion should be representative of a canonical ensemble. The relative probabilities of different charges and sizes are then found by constructing histograms. Experience in similar work 20, 18 has shown that the noise can be reduced by using a biasing potential, U bias , which depends only on the order parameters ͑in this case q and ) and which restricts the range of values of the order parameters sampled in any one run. Samples from different windows are joined to construct the overall Landau free energy function. It can easily be shown that if there is a biasing potential, U bias , present A͑q 0 , 0 ͒ϭϪkTlnp bias ͑q 0 , 0 ͒ϪU bias ϩconstant.
͑2.16͒
III. TECHNICAL DETAILS
A. Potentials
The water potential used was the revised SPC/E model of Berendsen et al. 47 which has partial charges on the protons and the oxygen nucleus and a Lennard-Jones site on the latter. The molecule is rigid. The solutes are modelled as charged or uncharged Lennard-Jones spheres, and, as there is only one solute molecule in the simulation cell, only the potential for the interaction of the solute with water is needed. This is described by three parameters, the charge and the values of the Lennard-Jones parameters ⑀ SO , SO . We chose a constant value for ⑀ SO , namely ⑀ SO ϭ0.5216 kJ mol Ϫ1 which is equal to the value given by Dang 48 for the ions Na ϩ , K ϩ , Cs ϩ , Cl Ϫ , Br Ϫ and I Ϫ , and used in our previous work. 7, 49 Table I gives values for the SO parameters for these ions and for the water potential. Using the Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules the value of SO can be related to the diameter of the solute SS by SS ϭ2 SO Ϫ3.169 Å.
͑3.1͒
In the simulations SO was used as the variable describing the solute size, but the results are presented in this paper as a function of the solute diameter, SS . With this potential the forces acting on the fictitious variables are given by
͑3.3͒
In these expressions the sums over i are over all oxygen sites and those over j are over proton sites. The fictitious force on the charge is just minus the ratio of the coulomb part of the solvation energy to the instantaneous charge ͑which is the electrostatic potential at the ion due to the solvent͒, and can conveniently be calculated with the electrostatic energies and forces, while the fictitious force on the size is related to part of the Lennard-Jones contribution to the virial and is calculated at the same time as the Lennard-Jones forces and energies.
B. Simulation conditions
The program was adapted from DLPOLY. 50 In part of the work the equations of motion were integrated with a time step of 1 fs using quaternions to describe the orientations of the water molecules. We then realised that, as equilibrium properties are independent of mass, one may replace the protons by particles of mass 8 amu ͑or any other mass͒; this allowed us to increase the time step to 2.5 fs. The solute mass was set equal to 23 amu for all runs. The system size was chosen to be large enough to contain the first two solvation shells around the solute, with half the separation between a solute and its nearest image equal to 6.9514 Å. The repeated unit was arranged in an fcc lattice, giving a truncated dodecahedral simulation cell. These periodic boundaries give the maximum separation of images for a given volume, and our cell contains only 64 molecules, which allowed us to perform many long runs to get good statistics for energies and populations.
Long range electrostatics were evaluated with an Ewald sum with a convergence parameter of 0.53 Å Ϫ1 and 8 k vectors in each direction. A cutoff of 6 Å was used for evaluation of the Lennard-Jones and real space electrostatic terms. As the system contains a net charge, the true electrostatic energy would be infinite due to the repulsion between charges and their images. There is, however, no force on the charge due to its own images so the way in which these terms are treated makes no difference to the structure or dynamics of the confidurational variables. In this work we omitted all interactions between the charge of the solute particle and its images. The effect on the equations of motion of the charge is equivalent to adding a quadratic biasing potential. However, as we are interested in the free energy stored in the medium surrounding a single ion, such terms should properly be omitted, although they must be considered before making contact with experiment. 27 Although we have described the method in general terms with both charge and size varying, it is more convenient in practice to allow one or other of these variables to vary, taking constant q and constant cuts across the surface A(q,). The values used for these investigations were qϭϪ1, 0 and 1 for the cuts at constant q and SO /Å ϭ2.876, 3.526, 4.168 which correspond to the sizes of Na ϩ , Cs ϩ and I Ϫ for the cuts at constant size. The positions of these cuts in (,q) parameter space are shown in Fig. 1 . In most of the simulations the values for the fictitious masses were chosen to be m q ϭ2000 kJ mol Ϫ1 ps electron Ϫ2 and m ϭ5ϫ10 4 kJ mol Ϫ1 ps Å Ϫ2 . In the runs in which charge was varied, windows of 0.4e were used with run lengths of at least 250 000 steps and more generally 400 000 steps. In the runs where size was varied, windows of 0.5 Å were used and runs were of similar length. Each window was divided into 100 bins for the construction of histograms. The runs at constant size and charge used for finding radial distribution functions were 100 000 steps or longer.
For each window of values of the charge or size a histogram was constructed of the number of times the values of the relevant parameter was in a certain range. At the same time values of the solvent-water potential energy, the water-water potential energy, the system kinetic energy, and the force F q or F on the order parameter were accumulated for each bin of values of the charge ͑or size͒. At the end of the run these were converted into averages to give U(q,), etc. The free energy within the window was found from Eq. ͑2.14͒. Finally the complete free energy curve was constructed by joining the results from runs with different windows. 20, 18 There are several checks on this process. First it is essential that the canonical phase space is properly sampled, i.e. that the system has equilibrated. A good check on this is that the kinetic energy does not vary with q and that the average kinetic energy of the charge or size variable is equal to kT/2. A further check on the equilibration and the construction of the free energy curve is to compare the free energy obtained by integrating the force F q (q) with the one obtained from the histograms. These were found to agree well. A final test for consistency is to combine the results from constant q and constant size runs, where four parameters must be chosen to fix the nine crossing points of the constant size and constant charge cuts as consistently as possible. The discrepancies were of the order of Ϯ3 kJ mol Ϫ1 or better.
These methods give relative values of the free energy and entropy. These were converted to absolute values in three stages. First the size-variation of A for uncharged solutes was extended to a smaller and unphysical value SO ϭ1 Å. Then the value of the Lennard-Jones parameter ⑀ SO was reduced in steps to ⑀ SO ϭ0.1 kJ mol Ϫ1 and the changes in A determined by thermodynamic perturbation theory. Finally the main program was run with this value of ⑀ SO for varying between 1 Å and 0.1 Å. The upper bound of the entropy for a 0.1 Å solute can be calculated assuming the free volume to be VϪ4N 3 /3. This is negligible. The total correction gave A solv (⑀ SO ϭ0.5216,ϭ1,qϭ0) ϭϪ 0.25 kJ mol Ϫ1 . Within the errors of determining the energy, this is purely entropic and the total correction is less than the uncertainly in A and S.
Once A(q,) is known, S(q,) can be calculated from
The entropy curves are quite noisy and checks for consistency in this quantity were less satisfactory. The main source of noise was found to be in the water-water potential energy where one is measuring small changes in a comparitively large quantity. A considerable reduction of the noise, especially for small charges, was obtained by fitting the waterwater potential energy with a polynomial function and using this in the construction of the entropy curves.
IV. RESULTS
A. Free energy and entropy Figure 2 shows the variation of the local free energy of solvation A(q,) with charge ͑above͒ and with size ͑below͒. In each graph the relative positions of the curves are fixed from the other set of runs as described above. As described in Section II A in a continuum model this should be proportional to the square of the charge and proportional to the inverse of the solute diameter minus a constant ͓see Eq. 2.7͔. While this describes the overall trends approximately, there are important discrepancies which we can attribute to the fact that the solvent is molecular in nature. Firstly there is a marked difference between positive and negative charged solutes of the same size. This can be seen most clearly in the lower figure where, for a given size, it can be seen that negative ions have almost twice the solvation free energy as positive ions of the same size. The maximum in the free energy curves as a function of charge lies at small positive values of q rather than at qϭ0. These observations show that the molecular structure of the solvent is important, and that water does not behave as a simple dipolar solvent. There is also a small change of free energy with size for uncharged ͑hydro-phobic͒ solutes, which we find is mainly entropic. Figure 3 shows the two contributions to the potential energy, the direct solute-water energy U SW and the total water-water interaction energy U WW . We see that the variations in these two quantities oppose each other; as the charge increases from zero the direct interaction becomes more negative but the water-water energy increases. In the figures the energy scales for these two quantities are shifted, but cover the same range, so that it is apparent that the change in the direct solute-water interaction is about twice as great as the change in the water-water interaction. The net effect is a stabilisation of solvation as the magnitude of the charge increases. Once again there is an asymmetry between positive and negative charges. The variation of potential energy with solute size for uncharged solutes is too small to see on the scale of these figures.
The entropy was determined from the curves for A and U by subtraction and then by setting the entropy of an uncharged solute with size ϭ0.1 Å equal to zero ͑see discussion in the previous section͒. The results are shown in Fig. 4 in units of Boltzmann's constant k. These curves seem much noisier than the ones for the energies and free energies. This is in part because the main contribution to the free energy is from the energy, and variations in ϪST are comparitively small. Fluctuations of Ϯ4 in the entropy expressed in units   FIG. 3 . The variation of solvation energy U(q,) with charge ͑above͒ and size ͑below͒. In each part of the figure the upper set of three curves show the potential energy of the direct solute-water interaction and refer to the left hand ordinate, while the lower sets of curves show the total water-water interaction energy and refer to the right hand ordinate. The energy scales are the same, but the origins are shifted relative to each other. In the upper figure the steepest curves belong to the sodium family, the middle ones to the caesium family and the outer ones to the iodine family. In the lower part of the figure the curves belong to qϭ0 ͑flattest͒, ϩ1 and Ϫ1 ͑steepest͒ respectively.
FIG. 4. Variation of solvation entropy with charge ͑above͒ and size ͑below͒.
Note that the curves are displaced by the amounts shown for clarity. of Boltzmann's constant correspond to fluctuations of Ϯ10 kJ mol Ϫ1 in the difference (AϪU) of the energies shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , and the whole range of entropy variation in Fig. 4 corresponds to about 50 kJ mol Ϫ1 in ST. Considering first the variation with charge ͑upper curves͒, we see in every case a double maximum structure with a central minimum for small positive charges. These curves show in one sweep the whole range of behaviour from hydrophobicity to hydrophilicity. The minimum corresponds to a comparitively ordered arrangement of the water structure around a neutral solute or slightly positively charged solute which we shall refer to as hydrophobic ordering. As the magnitude of the charge is gradually increased, the hydrophobic order is disrupted and the entropy increases ͑although in every case the entropy of solvation is still negative͒. This effect is known as structure-breaking and the result of disruption of the hydrogen-bonded network which also causes the increase in the water-water potential energy seen in Fig. 3 . As the charge is increased still further the molecules in the solvation shells become ordered due to the field of the solute, and eventually this decrease of entropy is greater than the increase in entropy that due to structure-breaking ͑note that the water-water potential energy continues to increase͒ and the total entropy decreases. This we shall term hydrophilic ordering.
In the lower part of Fig. 4 we see that the hydrophobic order around uncharged solutes increases with solute size. The size dependence for ions with charge of both ϩ1 and Ϫ1 increases for small sizes, reaches a maximum and then decreases. There is a difference between positive and negative ions, with the latter reaching a maximum at larger sizes. These maxima correspond to the crossover from hydrophilic order ͑in the small ions͒ to hydrophobic order ͑in the large ions͒.
B. Structure
In order to understand the variation in thermodynamic functions, and in particular the variation in entropy as a function of solute charge, we examined radial distribution functions as a function of distance from the solute for a number of solutes in the sodium family, that is atoms with the same size as Na ϩ but with different fixed charges. Figure 5 shows the radial distribution functions g SO (r) for the soluteoxygen internuclear distance. The values for q are qϭϮ1 and qϭϪ0.5 ͑top graphs͒, qϭϩ0.5 and Ϫ0.3 ͑middle graphs͒ and qϭ0,ϩ0.2 ͑bottom graphs͒. The examples in the bottom graphs are near to (qϭϩ0) or at (qϭϩ0.2) the minimum entropy of solvation and the examples in middle graphs are both close to maxima in the solvation entropy.
Focusing our attention on the first peak in the radial distribution function, we see that as ͉q͉ increases this peak sharpens and moves towards the solute. We do not see any anomalous behaviour in this peak as the entropy goes through a maximum value. The coordination number does not vary monotonically. The first shell contains 6 water molecules for ''Na Ϫ1 '' and just under 6 molecules for Na ϩ1 . The shell for ''Na Ϫ0. 5 '' is well defined and contains approximately four water molecules; the remaining species have less well defined first shells with higher coordination numbers.
It is the second shell which shows differences between high and low solvation entropy. The two examples with maximum solvation entropies (qϭϩ0.5 and qϭϪ0.3) in the central graphs have no visible second shell in g(r). The hydrophobic solutes (qϭ0.0 and qϭϩ0.2) have a quite well developed second shell at about 6.2 Å, which disappears as the magnitude of the charge is increased and eventually is replaced by a second shell around 4.3 Å in the top graphs. Thus the structure-breaking effect which is evident in the solvation entropy seems to be associated with the second solvation shell rather than the first shell. Further evidence for this statement is shown by a similar lack of a second solvation shell in the radial distribution function for Cs Ϫ0.5 , another species near a maximum in the solvation entropy curves ͑the graphs are not shown here, but our observations confirm those for Cs Ϫ0.5 in Ref. 27͒. Figure 6 shows the electrostatic potential of the solvent at the ion. This does not include the term proportional to q which arises from finite size corrections, which would increase the slope of these curves. As Hummer et al. 27 observed the electrostatic potential is positive for uncharged solutes due to the asymmetry of the water molecule. The   FIG. 5 . Plot of radial distribution functions for the solute-oxygen distribution for the sodium family. The upper set of three curves are for examples with low entropy due to hydrophilic order (qϭϪ1,ϩ1 and Ϫ0.5 -dashed line͒; the middle set belong to values of the charge near the entropy maxima (qϭϪ0.3 -dashed, ϩ0.5͒ and the lower curves correspond to regions of low entropy due to hydrophobic order (qϭ0, qϭϩ0.2 -dashed͒.
curves are not linear, although linear regions can be seen.
More information about the polarisation of the shells is contained in Fig. 7 which shows the differences between the radial distribution functions for solute-protons and soluteoxygen weighted with the factor 0.8476. As the oxygen nucleus carries a charge of 0.8476 and the protons half this charge, this weighted difference is proportional to the local charge density in the solvent, and gives some measure of the orientational order in the solvation shells. Molecules in the first shell of a solute with charge of ϩ1 are oriented in the expected way with the oxygen atoms nearer the positive ion and protons between the oxygen atoms of the first and second shell. In the shells near the negatively charged ion one finds, as expected, a positive peak of protons inside the negative peak associated with oxygen atoms, but between the shells there is a double peaked positive contribution which arises from the second proton in the outer shell at about 2.4 Å and a peak at about 4.3 Å arising from protons attached to water molecules in the second shell. Looking next at the uncharged solute one sees that there is still a slight preference for protons to be nearer the solute that oxygen atoms ͑note the change of scale͒. As the charge becomes more positive this orientational preference is reversed and by the time the charge reaches ϩ0.5e the first peak with a positive charge density has almost disappeared. These plots do not show any special features that can be correlated with the entropy maxima.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Hydrophilic and hydrophobic solvation: Concepts and behaviour
As the charge is varied in this model, the solute changes from a spherical hydrophobic solute to a typical hydrophilic ion. Simple uncharged Lennard-Jones spheres have been used extensively to model the solvation of both argon and methane in water, while Lennard-Jones spheres with charges of plus or minus 1 or 2 have been used in simulations of ions in water. Thus our system has the complete range of behaviour from hydrophobic solvation to hydrophilic solvation. When a hydrophobic solute dissolves in water there is normally a considerable decrease in entropy and a small decrease in enthalpy. The reason for the low solubility of such solutes is primarily the negative entropy of solvation which has been associated with the ordering of the water structure around the solute. An extreme example of this order is found in clathrate compounds of solutes such as methane in water. We found a steady decrease in the entropy of solvation and correspondingly an increase in the free energy of solvation as the size of the solute increased, which is consistent with the formation of an ordered layer of water around the surface of the solute. As the volume of such a shell increases as the square of the radius of the solute one might anticipate that the hydrophobic solvation entropy might decrease as the square of the radius of the shell, although this is partially offset by the effect of the curvature of a hydrophobic surface on free energy of hydrophobic solvation. 33, 34 Our calculations suggest that it is not only the first shell that is important, but the second shell is also a significant factor. The evidence for this statement arises from the changes seen in g(r) when the solute charge is turned on and the solvent becomes more hydrophilic. The entropy maxima are associated with the disappearance of a distinct second solvation shell, suggesting that the presence of this shell is essential for the hydrophobic minimum in the entropy versus charge curves.
The concepts of structure-breaking and structure-making were introduced into the discussion of ion solvation by Frank and Evans [15] [16] [17] to explain the observed variation of entropies of solvation of simple ions in solution. Other thermodynamic properties that have been interpreted by invoking these concepts are the shift in the temperature of maximum density of water due to the presence of ions, 51 the ionic contribution to the heat capacities of aqueous solutions 52 and the trends in the activity coefficients of ionic solutions. 53, 54 Transport properties such as the fluidity of electrolyte solutions 17 and the heats of transport of ions in solution 55, 56 have also been rationalized on the basis of structural changes produced by dissolved electrolytes.
Most singly charged ions are said to be ''structurebreaking'' as they have positive entropies of solvation compared to the H ϩ ion. Doubly charged ions and larger ions ͑such as tetramethyl ammonium 52 ͒ are described as ''structure-making'' with negative entropies of solvation relative to H ϩ . Our calculations show clearly the change from structure-breaking to structure-making as the magnitude of the charge is increased at constant size, in agreement with the experimentally observed low entropy of doubly charged ions when compared with singly charged ions. Although the entropy of these hydrophilic solutes is lower than that of the hydrophobic solutes, the free energy of solvation of these solutes is dominated by the energy term which decreases rapidly with charge. It is only for hydrophobic solutes that entropy dominates the solvation free energy.
The variation of solvation entropy with size is different for charges of ϩ1 and Ϫ1. In both cases the entropy initially increases with size and then reaches a maximum and turns over. In this model the entropy maximum for positive ions is broad covering the ions Na ϩ , K ϩ , Rb ϩ , and Cs ϩ . We attribute this behaviour to a change from the type of structuremaking due to hydrophilic ordering for small ions to the incompatible hydrophobic ordering for large ions. Ions with a large local field ͑those that have a high charge or a small size͒ order the water structure into well defined and ordered solvation shells. Ions with a very low local field ͑large ions or ions with a small charge͒ behave like uncharged solutes with local hydrophobic order which also extends to at least two well defined solvation shells. However, as we saw from the radial distribution functions, the solvation shells are different in the two cases. Hydrophilic ordering makes shells which are close to the ion and which contain a small number of water molecules oriented towards or away from the ion while hydrophobic solvation shells tend to be further from the solute and to contain more molecules. These structures are incompatible and as we vary either the solute size or the solute charge the entropy increases to a maximum at the change over from hydrophilic to hydrophobic order. This change over corresponds to the extreme of structurebreaking. The maximum in entropy as a function of ion size occurs at a larger radius for negative ions than for positive ions, so that common monatomic negative ions have a smaller entropy of solution than do common monoatomic positive ions of the same size.
B. The origin of the asymmetry between positive and negative charged solutes
In a pure dipolar solvent there would be no difference between positive and negative ions of the same size. The local field near a small spherical solvent is far from uniform and in order to understand the molecular orientation one must take into account the higher multipole moments of the charge distribution in the water molecule as well as the influences of hydrogen-bonds between water molecules. In the SPC/E model the internal charge distribution is modelled by charges on the proton and oxygen sites. This model is by no means perfect, but does contain a more realistic picture of the electrostatic potential outside the molecule than would be given by a simple point dipole. An important aspect of the charge distribution is that the proton sites are near the outside of the molecule, so that a negative charge can approach one of the protons closely, while a positively charged ion cannot get as near the negatively charged oxygen site. This means that the interaction of a small negative ion with water molecules in the first solvation shell is much stronger than the interaction of a positively charged ion of the same size. Although this may be overestimated in the SPC/E model and others in which the repulsion is spherical, it is a real effect which is closely related to the ability of the proton of the water to form hydrogen bonds. Because a hydrogen-bond acceptor can approach more closely to a proton in a hydrogen-bond donor than to other types of electropositive atoms in molecules, it interacts particularly strongly with the proton.
C. Comparison with experiment and with other calculations
As has been emphasized earlier the results we have quoted refer only to the local contributions to the entropy and free energy. The usual method for correcting for finite size effects is to add a Born correction, but we follow Hummer et al. 27 and the discussion in Section II A. For our system size the finite size corrections are equal Ϫ160q 2 kJ mol Ϫ1 to the free energy and Ϫ1 k to the entropy for solutes with charge qϭϮ1. Note that these corrections are independent of the solute size. Table II shows the values of the raw data for A solv from our simulations, corrected values and experimental numbers. 57, 27, 44 The agreement with experiment is satisfactory, particularly for the values of the free energy. Although the values of the entropy are in broad agreement with experimental observations, the detailed variation with size are not well reproduced. It seems that the maximum in the variation of ion entropy with size occurs at somewhat too small a value compared to real ions. Either the hydrophobic ordering is overestimated or the hydrophilic ordering is underestimated in this model.
D. Limitations of the model and of these calculations
The main limitations are in the form of the potential and in the size of the system and the use of periodic boundary conditions to describe an infinite system. All models have their limitations and we are well aware that SPC/E water with charged Lennard-Jones spheres as solutes does not describe all experimental properties in a satisfactory way. This we believe is less important for a study like this where our primary interest is in trends and understanding rather than in detailed comparison of specific systems with experiment. Thus, while the extent of hydrogen-bonded structure around a solute may not be described exactly, we anticipate that trends as a function of solvent size and charge are described correctly. In fact the SPC/E potential has proved reasonably successful in describing many aspects of bulk water, and the water-ion potentials used in this work have been shown to give reasonable values for the mobilities of a range of ions. However the model does not include polarisability which could be important near charged ions -especially for the smaller ions studied here.
The other possible problem with these simulations is the use of periodic boundaries to model an infinite system so that the actual simulation cell is small and the finite size corrections large. The question is whether the particular effects due to the molecular nature of the solvent as opposed to a uniform medium are included. Using fcc periodic boundary conditions gives a truncated dodecahedral simulation cell approximately spherical in shape. In these simulations the minimum diameter is 13.902 18 Å which is smaller than the cell used by Lee and Rasaiah. 7 Lee and Rasaiah found that the radial distribution functions for both ion-oxygen and ion-hydrogen separations had decayed to unity for all the positive ions and was close to unity for the negative ions by rϭ7 Å, so this seemed to be a reasonable choice. However for the largest family of ions studied here ͑I Ϫ ) we find that this may be somewhat too small a value to include the second solvation shell of the neutral species, which may lead to a misestimate of the entropy of solvation for this species.
E. Conclusions
These calculations show that the phenomena associated with hydrophobic and hydrophilic solvation and, in particular, entropic effects can be described using very simple classical model potentials and small system sizes. The essential physics of solvation must be present in these models, although details such as solvent polarisation are omitted. Even in these models, the electrostatic field of a water molecule is more complex than dipolar and is by no means symmetrical under the combined operation of charge conjugation and molecular inversion. This leads to hydrogen-bonding, local solvation structures and to asymmetries in the energetics of positive and negatively charged ions. Structure-breaking is an old concept which has been fleshed out by these calculations; in particular they draw attention to the importance of the second hydration shell. 
